
Hoppe® Swinging Door Hardware

Kolbe’s offering of Hoppe® swing door hardware has expanded to include both a European  
and an American Style handle set option with multi-point locking functionality. The European Style 

features a locking cylinder located below the handle, while the American Style lock is situated above. 
Both hardware styles are available with a selection of finishes to complement your décor.

Features & Benefits: 
Hoppe’s American Style multi-point 
hardware incorporates unique 
functionality that enables users to 
quickly lock the door with the deadbolt, 
which actuates independently of the 
multi-point extensions. No sequential 
order of operation is required, as with 
the European Style option. To enhance 
French door operation, the American 
Style lock prevents the secondary door 
from opening before the primary door. 
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* Hoppe’s Resista® finishes are available on select handle sets to help protect the surface from tarnishing, peeling and cracking.
** Oil-rubbed is a living finish that will change appearance with time and use.
† Matte Black/Brushed Gold is offered exclusively for Dallas handles, and is the only two-tone finish available.
Printed images of hardware finishes will vary from actual colors.  
Not all hardware colors are available for all hardware options. Limitations may apply. See your Kolbe dealer for details. 
Selections should be made based on color samples available from your Kolbe dealer.

To see the full selection of Hoppe hardware and available finishes, please visit kolbewindows.com.

Toronto 
Shown in:

American Style
Smoky Gray

München 
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European Style
Antique Brass

Verona 
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European Style
Satin Nickel*

Hoppe® Hardware Styles & Finishes
Kolbe’s offering of Hoppe handle sets with multi-point locks is available for select swinging entrance and patio doors, 
folding windows and doors, and pivot doors. Choose from Toronto, Verona, München and Dallas with 10 finish 
options. Examples of American and European Style handles are shown below. Keyed handle sets are also available.


